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(U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1

a seriesofevenis affecting U.S. personnel stationed in Cuba.
(U/A646) This study cbneerns
symptoms tha are correlated with, and have been by
medical
refried
have
Some personnel
many personnel attributed to, specific sensory phenomena experienced at their residences in
Havana.
(U) JASON was askedfira rapid-esponse assessmentofths matter, and specifically. to:
« (U/R046Y Evalbate possible sources for the generation ofthe acoustic and other
sensations reported by personnel (and thei fails).
}
« (U/R@B) Suggest ways to protect personnel in thir residences to avoid medical
consequences ron any similar future events.
(UR) In responding to this request, JASON reviewed several typesofdaa: audio and
video recordingsofhighifrequency sounds taken by U.S. personnel; severalrecentcase reports,
Jpersonal descriptions ofsensory phenomena and
OE symptoms: esulls ofpublished medical
“edical
evaluations; and unpublished medical data. We
also interviewed one

embassy employee who had personally experienced and CT one.

ofthese events in Havani. Additional basic information about the events was™Jig us

uring wo person mings in Jone and lyof 201. We did nt consider PORTRTESHS
arising in countries othethan Cuba.
(UIE@0) Manyofthe bffected individuals describe hearing unusual sounds, and there area
numberofrecordings of fhese sounds. However. in only one instance that we knowof (May,
2018 event), does the recbrded sound occur simultaneously with reported onset ofsympioms.
Other instances ofthe sofind were recorded at a differen time and/or inadifferent place, from
the reported incident. In dddition, some affected individuals did not report any sound.
(U) We present below the findings and recommendations from this rapid-response study, with
supporting evidence and hrguments when appropriate.
1.1 (U) Findings
Ey
5 JASON emphasizes that the available
data at present are insuffgient to precisely determine the natureof these incidents
© 1363, 146 BOE

i

L
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In response tothe charge, JASON lists the folowing key findings:
SENSE)No plauiblesinglesourceof
Skink
1. EMPOREEETT
energy (neither radio/microwaves norsonic) can produce bork the recorded
audiolvideo signals, and the reported medical effects.
oe; 1 one
RAENFORGEMENA-SENGHE Thefound pressure intensity
levelsof the recorded and audible sounds are not, by themselles, the cause of
reported long-term harm. While sounds can be annoying and ean adequately explain
atthe observed
short-term symptoms including headache and nausea, airborne sounds
tohave longshown
ben
levels for the durations reported have no to our knowledge
levelsincacess af 100 dB (or0.01 Wim’
termmedical implications. Soundpressure
harmful, but pedple who have heard
potentially
considered
=0.001 mW/em?)are
such sounds don't describe them in ways consistent with thet being this oud. Pain
levels would have caused them cover their ears, and thy didn't. The available
recordingsarealso inconsistent with such high amplitudes.
EAECRGEMENA-YENOKRE)There isDbjccive medical
2. AAA
by the affected individuals i real, as i the
evidence tha the suffering experienced
necessity for therapeutic interventions.
BX. 14: 14 OnE
dataon
The evaluationof exposedpeople,there 5 a GFK ofbaseline
acofparablepopulation’.
c
ontrolgroupfrom
alackofa
and
involved,
“he TdWidual
“This finding is supporied by:
Lh
0, 4, 146 O00
andtherwould be
(U0) “Balin dt refers thefut hatmedical suescould hvebeen prfeistio,
Cuba.
0way o knowabou uchpr. xistngcondionswithoutsutbl estingbeforeprsbnnlaveonpostin
htthe sda abrormaliis denied may bea eves consistent wih
“Control group" fs ote posit
whobavehad
expectationsforpeople withcreeandwork histories suchastose involved e.g. milary veterans
st
xpos 10gun,bombs,combat stress,ek), evenif heyar notconsistent with eve inthe U.S. polation
of peoplewihsic
large. A sty ih propercontol grupwouldperformmedica valuations wogroups
fs
ps experiences,but nlyaneof ich xeric hse iyCos

fif

12%
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§
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3.

ne
o
SHBG
Many
oftheaffected individuals
describe hearing bmusual sounds, andtherear numberofrecordingsofthese sounds.

BX 14 1405 ODE
To addin, some affected alviduals did otreportany Sound.
4
#55Webelieve
therecorded
soundsaremechanical
orbiological in origin, rather than electronic. The most likely
sourceisthe Indies shorttailed cricket, Anurogryliscelerinictus.Thecall ofthis
animal matches, i nuanced detail, the spectral properties ofthe recordings from Cuba
once room echoes are taken into account. Other hypotheses are also plausible,suchas
generationby mechanical devices (c.g,
aworn pump motor), of sructure-borne
Vibrations.
5. @
5
one
GA Therecorded
audiosignalis,
withhighconfidence,notproduced
bythenonlineardetectionofhigh power radio
frequency
or ultrasound pulses.
0: 14: 140 O06

6

ere
8) We judgeashighlyunlikely the
notion that pulsedRFmimics acoustic signals in both the brain (viatheFrey effect)
and in electronics (thoughRFinterference/pickup).
(U) Findings
4and 5ae supported by:
:
.
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WEN ORCENEN-SETTSTTTYE) i cannotberulkdouttha theperceived
(OE
Sounds, while not harmful, are introducedbyanadversary a deception $0 5 to mask an entirely
ofcausing iiss in diplomat personnel. In that case,fhe medical datamustbe
unrelated mode
mostcareflly assessed.
1.2 (U) Recommendations
(U) JASON places the highest priorityonthe following two objectives
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(U) JASON was pleased t rift his siudy.which aliowed us to ds 2s theSossible sources.
‘and relevanceof the sounds associated withincidefifs inCub, and their possibleeffectson
diplomaticpersonnel.
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(U) INTRODUCTION ©

2

(U4) JASONwas asked to consider a seriesofincidents affecting U.S. personnel

stationed in Cuba, including

both observed physical phenomen (recorded sound and perceived

andsigns. These incidents took place at people's.
and also repdrted medical symptoms
sensation),
residences.orat several fifferent hotels, in Cuba (Stone, 2017).

2.1 (U) Briefings
i

die

ere

'S

') JASON received twodaysofbriefing:

[romaniam]
or 00: Be

2.2 (U) Embassy Ethployee Interview
ns
©
)

i

+d
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(U/A#456) JASON noticedthathe sounds in the employeeshomewal not truly localized like
a beam of light. Rather, the sound emanated from a single location (thebackkitchen door) and
3.
1

Page 14

the intensity matchedth a shaccusic'sour
wit aeadial opOF in infty. This stands in
contrast
0previous reparts ofhighly loclized sound

0: 0X) BIE)

23 (U) Audio Recordingsof Sounds
(UH) From the published medical assessmentsofpeople who have experinced these
events, Swanson et al. (2D18) not: “Affected individuals deseibedthe sounds as directional,
intensely loud, and with pur and sustained tonality. Of
th patents, high-pitched sound was
reporid by 16 (76%) alfhough 2 (10%) noted a low-pitched sound. Words used to describe the
Sound include “buzzing “grinding metal” “piercing squeals,” and “humming.
(UH) On at least eh occasions, these sounds were captured on recording devices by the
people experiencing then. We were given access to these recordings, as summarized n Table
21. JASON was asked t consider possible sourcesforthe generationofthese sounds, and the
ype of sensors tht ould be deployed to monitor for these sounds (orthe energy giving rise to
them in remote locations.
Table2: (Ue Summdry of recorcings given 10JASONfo amis
this study)

|]
[a1
1

recording®

B11
cl 1
[ol
1
[ET
1
[FT
1
[61
+Datesdevedfom
meta le|we FGI TS Foo Wer TT oe Te Ge he

econ
wasorginally mad» Theyerwsunknown, butpresumed be2017.

oul

;
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2.4 (U) Descriptions of Perceive] Sepéations s +

1

people
(U//F6%) JASON also had information about the sensory experiences bfsomeof the

edical publication
involved. Most ofthese observations were already described in an open
case report.
subsequent
few
0.
(Swanson et al. 2018), and JASON was alo given access
“These data are ofcourse subject t personal interpretation and also to auditory and other
clues here.
biological differences between different people. Nonetheless, there may be important
(UIR@8) From the published medical assessmentsofpeople who have experienced these

vents (Swanson et al., 2018), the authors noe: “The sounds were ofien sociated with
pressure-like (n= 9, 43%) or vibratory (n = 3, 14%) sensory stimuli, which werealso.
experienced by2 ofthe 3 patients wh did not hear a sound. The sensory stimuli were likened to
air “baffling” inside a moving car with the windows partially rolled dowh.™

herve)

25 (U) Medical Evaluations
(SABO) U.S. personnel in Havana who reported explriencing distressing
‘audible a other sensory phenomena, or who belive they may have bech exposed 1 such
phenomena, were evaluated by an interdisciplinary medical team at the Universityof
Pennsylvania's Center for Brain Injury and Repair (Swanson etal. 2018).This study cxamined
21 such personnel,al ofwhom were siationed in Havans, Cuba, betwed late2016 and August
2017, The most commonly reported symptoms were persistent sleep disturbance (1 = 18, 36%),
Visual symptoms (n= 18, 86%), cognitive difficulty (n= 17, 815%), headache (n= 16, 76%),
95%)
balance problems (n= 15, 71%).and auditory symptoms n = 15, 71%) Twenty people
in
suspected
was
impaifmen
reported symptoms lasting longer than 3 months. I ll, cogniive
16 individuals (76%).
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3 (U//wewe) ANALYSIS OFTHE AUDTORECCRBINGS
(Ui) Two MP cl phone video files, recorded by an embassy employee, fish a
staring point for analysh ofthe signal (denoted sample *X" in Table 2-1). The first,

“The second recording has periods _
he
Signal of interest is heard strongly, and also periods during which it is not heard, seemingly when
the operator closes the bck door that connects
th Kitchen to the back yard. JASON notes that
afer the conclusion ofthe summer study, we eceived additonal videos from the embassy
employee that have not een analyzed, but at cursory glance appear to be consistent with our
findings.
(UI) We concentae here on the two recordings designated X, since they are directly
Tinked toa subsequent cfnial evaluation that was triggered by concerns over the loud noises.
“The two X samples havelboth audio and video components, some with voice-over
bythe
individual who made thelrecordings. We not th folowing
= (U/458) The individual report thatthe recorded sounds match what heshe recalls
hearing.

© (U/R@¥®) The foundintensitydid not causetheoccupant
tocoverhis/hercars in
response to painfl sound levels, and the thresholdofpain is below thatofphysical
damage, for audiBle frequencies.

© (UIA) The Sound was audible over a wide spatial area in the apartment, from the

living roomtothd kitchen.
+ (U/AM®) Operfag and closing the back door, where the kitchen connect to the back.

‘yard, had a correlbtion to the sound'son/offstate. This was confirmed by the person who
made the recordifgs

+ (U/) The found lev of the buzzing as recorded on the smartphone is comparsble
(within tens of dB) to the recorded voice level, and was reported as annoying but not

‘painfully loud to fhe occupant. The most straightforward intecpretationofthis isthatboth

the smartphone afd the person were hearing actual sound energy in the room, rather than.
individually respdnding to inaudible signals from down-converted RF, since it seems

superficially unlikely that the phone and the person would “hear” comparable levels of

artificial sound.
«(U/l The ibdividual reported making a Facetime call during the time the sound
‘was active, prior fo making the recordings, and that lights and other electronics inthe
house (Netflix: TY over WiFi, for example) seemed to be working normally.
EL

BLL
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or ie soirée
(UB) Any proposal

td finysiological damage
forconiccting the sdunds
observations. Independently,anyproposil

must be consistent with these observations.
(rea

ome
(Ulu)

3.1 (U//#e#8) Evidence that the Signal is Periodic
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Figure 31. (U5 Power spectrumofrecordingwithsignalofinterestpresent (ed)andabsent
(blue).
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(Ue) While not definitive,
he.comparisonofFigord 3Sand Figure 5-7 suggests that the
perceived and recorded signal is actualy produced acoustically, and is not indirectly by the
]
demodulationof a pulsed RF signal by nonlinearities.

(U6 There is ever more direct evidence that the perceived and recorded signai acoustic
buried in
Figure 3-1. Wewillretuthto this below in Section 3.2.

Figure 3.7. (U/#@8) Achustic spectrum of amodel where
RFismodulated by the envelope shown
in

fe

is

il

i;
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3.2 (U//RQIR) Recérdifigs Provided Show Similar Chiragtesistics, but
Different PRFs
We were provided with several other recorded samples of te signalofinterest,
(UI/RQME3

‘made by different people, on different dates. in different locations (Table 1). We denote these
A, B,C, D (with related recordings D1 and D2), E, F, and G (not all of which contain analyzable

data); the video sample already shown in
G sound apprpximatelythe same: a
X. AllofX, B, D, and
Figure 3-1 — Figure 3-3 is denoted
piercing and slightly “fuzzy” high-pitched tone. Figure 3-8 shows that they have similar spectral
characteristic, but with some noable differences. All show the comb of frequencies that
suggest a periodic signal. All show an envelope with substantial powerground ®¥TE)_] Most,
but not all show evidence ofa second harmonic envelope at [PK] The differences among

the specsaf{OTE_nd blow are duetodiffrent ambient room 7, andare likely not
associated with the signalofinterest. Sample A's broad spectral peaksall

|Jand[7]

not seen in theothersamples, are bird sounds in the recording.
(U//5e#e) The most notable difference among the different recordingsfis that the harmonic

spacings—PRFsforaperiodicsignal—are not the same as Signal X's[P/%®)_]butare at

seemingly random values in the range|
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33 (U//#6#) The Signal's PRF Varies Irregularly on a
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34 (U//&644) Summary of Findings from Analysis of Recordings
(UIP)Withhigh confidence, we findthatthesignalofinterest
is not producedby the
nonlinear detection ofhigh power radiofrequency pulses whose pulse shape generates the

(U//F%8) With high confidence, we find that the recorded sounds are entirely consistent with
‘bioacoustics noise (Sectign

4.3). We have identified a candidate species of insect whose call is

an excellent match to the acoustic power spectra. This does not preclude the audio sounds being,

*

°15

LiL.L

Page 31

a sourceof harassment. Alsowe iv tha heowerleves itaul partofthe spectrum are
:

too low to produce physiological damage.

{U0Withmedium confidence we findthat he pulses ar no lefronicaly. med. i

(UI/F@4€) With medium-to-low confidence we find that the acoustic sign ofinterest may be.
produced by the bearing noise in some kindofrotating machinery, with B concrete ‘vibrator being
‘one possibility.

GL

oil

itl
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(U//Re¥ey MECHANICAL:AND BIOLOGICAL SOUNDS

CONSISTENT/WITH

RECORDINGS

4.1 (U//#@¥@¥Portable GasolineGenerators[9]

(UGS Interestingly] thre exist commodity portable gasoline generators that produce power
ata nominal frequency[P70 seeFigure4-1.

Fig 1.(re) Pork proline genio trees[FF
[ERE ogee vibron

i sed 0power igheyce

(UI/R@48)Equallyintecksting isthat a principal off Jones isto powerso-

calledhigh-cycleconcrete vibrators.Concretevibratorsare used in construction
tofacilitate the
settlingofpoured concrefe in forms, in particular to collapse air bubbles in the pour.

Conerte vibrators are
cn versions end] for momentary immersion in he pour and also in versions inendedto
bebolted
othe outside of the form and run continuously.
42 (U//#6983 Bearing Noise
(UIFOUO) Bearing noise

is produced by ball- or roller-bearings, especially wom bearings. It

failure. Atypical spect

signaturecdisistsoFRirmoitics
ofthe furGanéiial train frequency

asbeen studied in a number ofacademic papers, principally
aa indicator
ofimminent bearing
Bi

c.

tT 2%.

:
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willfaJefe. The nner nd
(FTE), th frequency at which fgg lems foefo Contec
ir resonances ofthe
outer races have differnt FTFs, Typically the harmonics arefrstenhanced
bearing sage, which are said tobe difficult to compute from principles, but easy 0 observe
(Dole etal. 2016; McFadden & Smith, 1984).
tht seemed
(UIP) We downloaded from theweb two recorded samplesof bearingnoise
high-cycle),
not
relevant, first, short segments ofthe sound ofa conerete vibrator (mosttolkely
what worn
“nd second, a recording ofa swimming pool pump made specifically lustre
bearings sound like. Both recordings ar, othe ear, reminiscentofthe sfnalofinterest. |

Page3d

7]

Wikewe)|
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—r
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(U5)Concretewirkersarenot known
tosuffer neurological damage from prolonged and
frequent exposure
to thelsoundofcement vibrators. The hypothesis that thse machines explain
the observed sounds doh not explain the damage reported by our diplomas. It s possible that,
evenifwe have correctly identified the sound sources, they were employed differently than in
theirroutineuse in the chnerte industry.
43 (U//80N4Y Insects
(UIF@we Cuba isa highly bio-diverse region, with many species of indigenous insects.
Researchers from Cuba Bave produced draft manuscripts that analyze the background noise of
crickets in Havana (Barcelo-Perez
& Gonzales Sanchez,2018).Thedatado no exis (to our
Knowledge) toallowa cdmprehensive comparisonofthe soundsofall Cuban insects with the
recordings. We instead bed readily available online digital recordingsof various species to
perform spectral comparfsons,with selections guidedby the PRFandaudio-frequency range
power spectrum.
(I/F) We found ar onlin recordingof the sound from one perticular species, the Indies
short-aled cricket, that san excellent match(atthedetailed level)tothe sounds heard in the
recordings. This speciesfsknown to inhabit
th island of Cuba.
(IB) Another inset,therobust conehead, has asignal that is similar but not as good a.
match. Adetailed compatisonofaudio power spectra for these two insects is provided inthe
next two subsections
(UVP) We are not daiming to have unambiguously identified the exact species responsible
forthesoundson the rechrdings. We do conclude, however, that an insect matches wel the
present data at hand, excépt for the medical assertionsofcausal, long-term neurological harm.
43.1(U//M68) Katydlts including Neoconocephalus robustus
(UI/RIG)Therecorded sounds from most insetspecies we compared werea poormatch to
the data, in either PRF offpower spectrum. But when comparing
thesounds made by certain
Katydids (related
tocrickets and grasshoppers, with ~6400 known species)
wefoundthat the
PRF and underlying power spectrum are a good match
to the recordings”. The PREasa function
oftime is significantly pre stable inthe Cuba recordings than the Katydid soundsampleswe
could find online.
out he N. robust
(UO) Wear grate b Alexaner Sts, blasta UC Berkely, forpointing
imi,
ad orprovidingpyofhsreferersneg biescten. ©
oc
3
SRE RE
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§corimanly knawi as he “robust
(Uwe The species Neseongphaludrobsins

conehead” katydid, and has a puised sound siructurd that seems to matcf thatofthe recordings.

‘We obtained a digital sampleofthis animal's sound from

195 hin.
edu Walkerrbuzz/
tp fentnemdeptuf

Figure 4-3 shows a comparisonofthe pulse structure in the time domain} from oneofthe high

signal-to-noise recordings from Cub (sample M) and thatofN. robustus. The PRF for this.
toothed skeletal squcture, andth ‘cartier
imal i determined by how oftn it scrapes cross
structure and onthe speedofscraping.
spatial
toothed
detailed
spectral content depends on the
extended periodsoftime
(U//5@48) This creature can generate continuous calling sounds for
(up 1020 minutes), at remarkably loud sound levels: “Butthe Robust Chnehead! That degree of

intensity i only tolerable roma considerable distance. Approsching hh without some kind of
hearing protection is absolutely excruciating!”
(ho liseninginnatae.blozspotcom2017/08oosmuchof:good-thing bum
(UI/564583 The spectral peaks and PRE for the robust conehead record we were able o find
online and analyze is not an exact match to the spectral peaks and PRF se n in recording X. But
{he spectral pak locations and thei relative sizes vary acros the differen recordings we
a do their PRFs. Insects specialize andevolvetheifcallspectra in orderto
received from Cuba,
distinguish themselves from other creatures in the region (Walker, 1974) and the PRF is known
to depend on temperature (and sizeofthadult insect)so these facts might account forhe
differences.
Wikewe)|

(U4) We extracted a 4:5 second clip fromthe second recording fom Residence X from
{ime 1.7 to 122 seconds, afer th door was opened forthe sscond time but befor i was closed
again. During thisintervalthe highepitched squeal was clearest.
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(UIIR456) An audio clipof Neoconocephalus robustus katydid whs obtained from the
77525664
web at htpsi/player.vimeo.com/videol
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(UI/F#) There aretwb factors that argue against N. robustusbeing the sourceofthese
sounds:

1) (U/rewe)|

-

2) (UI) we don't know that this species (or perhaps a close relative) inhabits Cuba

Et

4.3.2 (U//PewooTCrickets including Anurogryllis celerinictus
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vith the Cf recordidge. Thé comparisonof 4.
and audio carrier pealHat re aflCorsete3
celerinictus snd sample Kis shown in
Figure 4-11 and Figure 4 12.

Figure 410; (UIowen Phse suture ofA. celriicis sample from UniversityofFlorida.

(U//ReiiQ) An audio dlip of Anurogryllus celerinictus (Indies short-tailed cricket, found
throughout the West Iridies) was obtained from the web'. This recording is from a male
from Big Pine Key, Mgnroe County, FL when the temperature was 27.0 °C.| TT]
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A. celerinicus that we were able to
(Ul/PORB) The single recording of

find online matches]

1]

(GFT Oneclement wher hesige sample of.ert occconform he
fox
gvraion as beensiete
ofcick soundClk
(Po Toemess
corclaton partsween
Bailey (300).Thc
lysn Benne
mae
The: ‘sound-making anatomical
the ageofan insect and the power spectrum that it emits.

degrade with age, and higher harmoniesofthe carrer fundamental inerdasc over time (Hartley &

Steven 1989).

(UIPO®) We judge itas likely that the recording obtained from Univ bf Florida is ofa young

re om
Sounds heCl sing
iil se big
rt
a closely related species.

older insectsof A. celerinictus, or

(U//Me®) We believe this likely accountsfor the variation in the [PPE Jeontent between the

various recordings obtained in Cuba, and the online recording.
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433 (0//5owe Futlse Ditestions forETploningth Isdet Hipéthesis™
(U0) The hypothesis tha bioacoustics is responsibleforthe buzzing noisethatwas both
heardandrecorded in[PXP0_Jras a number
ofimplicationsthatleadtoth following
recommendations:
« (U//#680) Obiain additional recordingsofsimilar-sounding insects in Havar
|

«+ (U/F@w) If infect are making these noises, we can try
to locate them. Many insects
are attracted toUY light-set up a sheet and UV. illuminator o attract these insects, and
sce what developd.
«© (U//M09) Katydids and crickets are primarily acoustically active at night. A time
Historyofwhen these alleged events occurred, taking ito account occupancy statistics
over weekdays aid weekends, might be informative.
«= (U//P@) Mang insccts have evolved a response to avoid predation by bats. and they
can detect the ulfasound chirpsofbats. It would be interesting to play a bat ultrasound.
recording and sedi the sounds cease.
© (U/R@I®) Based on the experience in[PX0]___Jrom Havana, it would be very

informative to opgn and close doors and make other noises, and seeifthe buzzing sounds
stop.
«(UIA TheA celerinictus males have burrows. Searchfor insect burrowsat.
locations that have reported these noises. These borrows are covered over in the daytime,
0 ths search shod be conducted afer dark.
«+ (UIP) Callbck experiments with katydids (where a recording is played to stimulate:
a response) can génerate both a change incall structure (Tauber, 2001)o ese phonotaxis
theanimal movestowardsthe source of sound). Brushctal (1985) stat that
(where
“Approximately 30% ofal dircct responses ended witha jump ontothe loudspeaker”.
‘We sugaest that Both interior and exterior experiments be conducted at sits that have
“events”, to see ifinsects are attracted to speakers that play back the offending sounds.
« (UI@#89)Ifthelsounds ae originating from insects with no nefarious intent behind i,
we would expect focals (neighbors, especially) to have
hadsimilar experiences.
Interviewsofexpgrienced locals therefore seems worthyofconsideration, with due
attention being paid tothe potential politica/cultural complications.
!
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tencoufshéd ght ontis. We alsonote
fii theiantineing
(UR) Recondify?
pcifrom Cuba.

that Grand Cayman has a significant faunal overlap with insect

Collectinganyinsects thathave[PFE Jwouldbeworthwhi,forconducting

laboratoryacoustic experiments.
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5 (U//804e% OTHER EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(UI/504509 We performed asetofIboratory tests
tohelp elucidate some ofthe issues raised in
the previous discussion.

ome

(U/vere)|

one

5.1 (U//#48) Acdustic Measurements with Single Tone and with Composite

Waveform

(UI/R43 Figure 5-1

3

our measurement setup for the acoustic measurements. |
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5.2 (U//#ewe) SmartphoneAudio

(U//G4i0) To assesswhetherasmartphone video recording’ audio can preserve ada
fidelity for the tasks we tequire, we did the following experiment; we used ou "|
(Android) smartphone tomake a recordingofthe composite audio ill

Figure 5-3. (U/W) Sriiphone audio waveforms ofscoustic wave, as fecordedinseveral
compressedformats. Compe with[EXE___of
Figure53
ay

i
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Figure 5-11. (UA) Plotographof

usedforthe RF experiment.

5.4 (U//POv) Proposed Experiments
54.1 (U//P0W0) Find|pistant
Beaming Acoustic or RF Beaming Antennas byReciprocity
(WIreso)
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62 (U) Discussioni Acoustical Sciiarids
:
621 @pprmrwER Galculationofsound penetration ofa window
(GABEExternal sound in theai impinging on a windowis mostly reflected. At normal
incidence th reflection cbefficint is
2
r= (BzZY,
7%
emt) Here the impedance ofthe window pane (not the impedanceofan infinite
Volumeof 818s)Z =pe , where pg the glass density an i its thickness. The impedance of
sirforsoundwavesof frduencyvis Zu =paca
/ (2x), where isthedensity
ofairand cts
sound speed.
spr

nee y EE ur experience tata closed
pies
“Window greatly reducesfc noise from outdoor sources, but that loud noises (such as siens) are
ill oud enough tobe hefrd. and even o interrupt conversations. The window transmits low
frequency sound much belter than high frequency sound.
(WHANBAE) Thicker ass reduces
thetransmission, but not by large factors. Double glazing
is much more effective at itenuating sound because cach pane introduces an impedance
‘mismatch, buttheir contributions arenot imply additive becausetheair space between the
panes is much narrower than the wavelength.
“emmrmmrET) At the high frequencies discussed inthis report windows ar effective barriers
10 sound. Acoustic couplifg from outside sources is likely to be by coupling fo the structure
rather than through the si

©0146 140 O06
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622 kdRBims

HardssmetSore ayy.
Sconifio:Acovsticd
‘be simple acoustical

The sounds and sensations that people are reporting mi
(SiRiiéia

sound dod be delivered,
Rarassment gone wry. Ther are many ways tat theinacoustical
including structure-borne which is discussed further section 6.4.1. Hajvever, all ofthese
Scenarios leave unexplained (by physiology. ot by physics) how such alsound can ave caused
not merely annoyance but actual injury
ox 140. 140 000
623 him cenacio:Infrasound
The range of audible fequenie i ypicaly quoted 50-2000 Hz produc
(SL
nfrasound can
Frequencies below 20 Hz re temed infrasound. The degree to which
such 5 nauses,
damage oth coteal nervous system needs mre investigation, but symptoms
(Persinger, 2014).
‘malaise, and sleep disturbances have been linked to infrasound exposurd

BO

—

14 140:1; 0000
ox a

sounds were often

‘published medical assessments (Swanson et al., 2018), itis stated: “Thd

14%) sendbry stimuli, which were
sociated with prssurlik (n=, 43%) or vibratory (n=,
a sound.

also experienced by 2ofthe 3 patients who did not hear

OX 1a

reer or

not connéet easilytoanyofthe
withthis scenarioisthatit does
The problem
ddidaluiabii¥

‘physical details that are objectively observed.
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524 merry Scenario: Ultrasonic
(@AREETPE)Acoust frequencies greater than 20 kHz
ar termed ulrasound. Safe limits for
uasound are funtionof bothfrequency and sound pressure level (Figure 62). As frequency
tohumans. It
increases, higher and higher sound pressures are required in ordertobedamaging
‘was noted by Muth and
lewis (2018) that ultrasound (>20,000 Hz)—specifically high-intensity

focused ultrasound—is Known to induce heating and coagulatve necrosis ofbrain issue. This
lesions inthe treatment of movement disorders (Fishman and Frenkel, 2017), However, such

characteristic has recently been exploitedtostereotactically and noninvasively produce focal

lesions requiredirectconfact with ultrasonic transducers.
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circuit, new signals containing multiple frequency
electronic

of
‘additional frequency components as a resultofintermodulation distortidh (IMD). For the case

produces signal
a signal containing frequencies fy and fs, where f2 > fi,the second orde[IMD
components at the frequency ffi. Thus, an inaudible ultrasonic signallat high frequency can

an
‘produce a lower frequency audible acoustic signal. One hypothesis (Chen, 201 8) is that
totransmitto a nearby receiver, and profluced covertinaudible
eavesdropping device intended
ultrasonic signals from within the residence, and malfunctioned.
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6.3 dSHARELELEX) Discussion of Electromagnetic Scenajos

31 mmr caro
mmr
FE
FE ee
653 Gaara
or RF encrgy the FCC establishes the exposure limitd shown in Figure 6-3.The
diinmtmpapmeani
ofmsoam won ©
concie
In this frefuency range, the FCC
bybodily, heating effects: Bright sunlight is ~10d mW/cm2, so the limit is
Tit 7 set, basically,
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6.3.3 dpmEES cenario:Electro-thermo-acoustic

(Swish) Here we investigate the possibility that electromagnetig pulscs may‘produce

isso

an crginal de: such phenomesns known
oy ein he rin. Ths ofis ot
an extensive literature (Eller 2013).

as the Frey effect, and has been the ‘subject
reported and measured.
Electromagnetic pulses have been suggested as the originofthe

‘phenomena, so all coupling mechanisms should be evaluated.

been ancodotal reports ofperce ed soundas whose
aici In addition, there havelly
a result of
posse for environmentdil sound
ot no be cstimted, a. the cars,
and whose intensity notappearto be
‘phase and intensity differences between
that
reduced by placing a pillow over the ears. These anecdotes suggest thafithe possibility

of absbiptionof impulsive
‘acoustic pressure is produced within the|head, perhapsas a result
‘electromagnetic energy.
and tha the proposed
YSEETPYTT) We emphasize that these reports are anecdotal,
We are not proposing to
mechanism does not account for sound recorded by electronic devices.

ee repre vat, but ony simating on pasibly elvan physical proces.

A detailed calculation.
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6.4 (U) Other Scenarios

641 (AMABILE ructure-bornevibration
SAL In the to recordings by the cmbasey mpleyes (X" in Table 21), ther is
video 5 well 5 audio, irone of hes econdings,
IY 14); 14), OXTNE)

:

Joncrte vibrator, powered by aporabe nero
For instars, SEF
nag
‘might at intervals be attaghed to an exterior or adjoining wallofthe intended target's living
Spacesandrun. The ntet would have ben 0 delve, via sieucure-borne acousis, loud and
very unpleasant sound ithe vin spaces. This ssnaco leaves to be xplined (by
physiology. not by physi) how such a sound could have caused rot merely annoyance but
thesssiaed medical
tual nur. Th princi! problem with tis s tha it docs not explain
complains.
/ Maskirovka
6.4.2 YSPPRETMWEN Stenario: Spatial and temporal masking

to sound as
We alsofight consider model in which individual were exposedpersonnel
Sn
is
U.S.
by
reported
symptoms
a decoy only, and that thtrue etiology (i.e. cause)of
unrelted othe sounds.
0 1460 40 00

i
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forIn this

a
ase, the use of
be for
would
“natural” sound (e.g., collected from a construction site or ‘machine roord or insect)
cover or deniability, in which the useofan unusual electronically produged signal would be too

evening

J——
veySupporting he de ha the sounds wes “designed oe heads th ime of
‘Soy atmos people port ving sed hem]
on: 14 140 000)

ARE)

on 14. 1401 0000)
Chemical or biological stack
ppm
7 Scenario
We are mindful that chemical attacks have been in the hews in recent months,
(Guilin
chemical weapon ac in Sy. So fi,
i Novihok poisning in England, andputative
eported by
in rs invalved i he yp
hrs tn eidnc 10 sgt hat hemical
bologiea aac. pupal fection of U.Sno
Be ero ncaa Toe posi ofseems
remote, considering tha there have been
‘personnel with some sortofpathogen) also

reportsof transmission chains (i.¢. transmission between people).
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9 (U) MEDICALIEVALUATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
9.1 (U) The Impoftance of Objective Measuresof Neurological Damage
(U//GQIIS) When interpfeting the medical analysesofpersonnel, it is important to differentiate:

between symptoms (repdted by the patient) and signs (observed by medical personnel), and for
the clinical signstodistifiguish those that can or cannot be influenced by cooperationofthe
patent or interpretation 4 the examiner
areespecially important when there is no matched
(U//PETTO) Concerns abbut objectivity
control group and no baseline measurementofthe individuals prior to the reported exposure.

This is not to say tht sulfective findings, such as patiens reporting fatigue, blurred visio, or
dificult concentrating, je not ral. Nor does it suggest that clinical signstat canbe influenced
byperformance and intefpretation. such as impaiced word recall, unstable balance, or poor eye
(racking, should be dismised. However, given the uncertain levelof exposureo the reported
sensory phenomens, th bariablityof symptoms and signs among the individuals, and the long
ime interval (average 208 days) between exposure and medical evaluation, greater weight
should be placed on the uly objective findings.
(UIA) The evaluatién of 21 U.S. personnel in Havana did reveal some objective signs of

neurological damage, which increases the likelihood that a harmful exposure did indeed occur.
As reported by SwansonBt al. (2018), the objective signs included oculomotor testsofreflex
activities that are not subject to conscious or unconscious manipulation. For example, saccadic

dysfunction, a test of invluntary racking movementsofthe eye, was seen in 10 of21
individuals. For 13 indivgualswhoexhibited severe balance impairment, vestibular function
was assessed by caloric lex testing, which involves injecting ether cold orwarm water into
the extemal auditory cand] to provoke nystagmus (repetitive uncontrolled movementofthe
eyes). 7 ofthe 13 individbals exhibited marke ef-ight asymmetry in response o cold wate.
“Those 7 then were tested ith warm water, and 3of the 7 again exhibited marked asymmetry,
‘which is considered diaggostic ofa unilateral vestibular lesion.
wireve)|

e
a a maladaptive
Ih recurrenceofsymploms
Scouse cRposure Tn Fava may have Wiggered
his condition is
termfo
medical
behavioral response to aunderlying vestibulardisorder, The
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“persistent postural-pgiccpiyal grzzingss(PRED), Wighis comfvon di n individuals with
‘prior incidence of vestibular syndromes (Popkirov et al., 2018).

i

forany ofthe evaluated
(UIRBIB) Its mot clearifauditory evoked potential were obtainedactivily
in. way thats timeU.S. personnel. This is a methodfo recording and averaging EEG
fufktion long the mtiJocked to pure tone stimuli, providing a sensitive measureof auditory
stepif the pathway would be
Sp pathay from auditory nerve to cortex. Impairment along anyAlthough
MRI neuroimaging
manifest a a delay in nerve conduction at th corresponding sep.
were obtained. This is
was performed on al2 individuals, only incidental, non-specific findings nd performed,
but
not surprising given the resolutionof MRL.CTand PET imaging were
similarly would not be expected to provide definitive findings.
9.2 (U) Information that Might be Learned from Affected Rets/Animals

(U5) The best objective evidence would be obiaincd from pathology studiesofthe
a mammalian species that had
cochlea and vestibular organs, which would require autopsy of
pets ofthe
been exposed toth suspect phenomena. No tsts were performed on hotehold measurement
of
affected embassy personnel. Dogs, cats, and other mammals could be sulject toanalysis of exposed
‘auditory evoked potentials. Definitive studies could be made by post-moftem be sacrificed for
rodents or household pets, although it is unreasonable to expect thata pef would
Bir cllof thecochlea,
{his purpose. The pathological examination would focus on the auditory fevere
acoustic trauma.
following
loss
or
which would be expected to show altered morphology
9.3 (U) The Importance of Baseline Medical Testing Pre-Deployment
(UIE648) Regarding the UPenn medical studyofneurological damagefin personnel deployed
a control
inCuba (Swanson et al., 2018), a subsequent critiqueof the study notedfhe lack of
although
group,
dcontrol
of
absence
the
group. They state: “The lackofbaseline evaluations and
ofthe
understandable given the natureofthe case series design, complicate inuipretaton
and
population
general
the
findings because manyofthe symptoms and signs reported occur in
while some of
individuals with other neurological illnesses (Muth, 2018). The poindis that,objective
(ic.
in
the people in the UPenn study do, apparently, exhibit cognitive deficiendjes
iffeul to fake) ests, what is not known i ifthis damage occurred in Ciba. orduring a previous
ofduty, work assignment, or even nonwork elated actviy.
{our
(UIE) An appropriate control group would be a set ofU.S.personel with similar
ut who had not
deployment historis and experiences (very difficult o impossible ogroup,cree),JASON
does not yet
been deployed to Cuba. In the absence ofanalysisof such a control
see “smoking gun” evidence that the sounds and senses reported by U.S{personnel, and the
neurological deficiencies reported, are causally linked.
deployed
(UF) Given this, pre-exposure baseline testing becomes critical. 1.5. personnelwould
aseriesof medical evaluations before they leave the US. These
to Cuba should have
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‘consistofthe same Stédfes UeScribadifthe-OPerih ftudy (SiversoreCal., 2018), with emphasis.

on the objective medical tests avilable.
9.4 (U) Sound Wales and the Vestibular System
(U/A=48) In the UPeth study, “clinical examinations raised concem for balance impairment in
17 patients (81%), prompting referral to vestibular physical therapy” (Swanson etal, 2018).
Balance and dysfunctiods such as vertigo are often associated with thevestibularorgansofthe
inner ear. Here we outline possible mechanical effects on the responseofth vestibular system
to “high frequency vibiations.
(U/946) Acoustics waves could potentially cause fluid flow in narrow channels (acoustic
streaming) or move susgended particles (acoustophoresi), such as otoconia described below.
‘which are naturally present in the vestibular system. We considerthese effects below,
considering the main fedtures known to operat in the vestibular organs for measuring linear and
angular accelerations.
(U/R@8) Acoustical driven motions are measurable in experimental systems with length
scales and material propriies comparable to the vestibular system at frequencies in the MHz
range. though typically With much larger cncrgy inputs than expected from the possible acoustic
signalsof interest here. We are not awareofresearch in the ltrature studying this question at
KHz or higher frequencids associated with vestibular mechanics. However, acoustically driven
flows in channels isa topic now referred o as acoustofludics, and has a history at least beck to
Lord Rayleigh in the lag 19” century. Ofcourse, medical ultrasound is used in some cases for
localized examination offbane. tissue, etc.
(UIFSA) The vestibular system. The ear contains multiple organsforsensing (sce Figure
9-1): Sound travels through the ear canal, vibrates the tympanic membrane, which excites the
‘small bones ofthe auditary ossicles, and the signal then enters the cochlea, which is responsible
for ur ability 10 hear and to transduce audible frequencies into neural signals the brain can
interpret. The vestibule df the inner ear isthe locationofthree semi-circular canals that are
responsibleforour ability to sense angular accelerations; the orientationsof the three canals
allow sensing rotations about the two horizontal directions as well as “twist” bout the vertical
direction. Co-located in ths region are two otoith (Greek for “ar stones") organs, th utricle
‘and the saccule, with whichlinear acceleration is sensed; in particular, otoconia, bio-crystals of
calcium carbonate that art more dense thanthesurrounding medium,
are part ofthe utile and
saccule and responsible fpr sensing head tit. viaa response to gravity, of linear acceleration asa
resultofinertial effects fom density differences. Thevestibularorgans are often associated with
balance disorders so it i hatural to investigateifand how such organs might respond to high
frequencyperturbations (Lundberg
eta. 2015).
:
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(UIFOMOTIn the case ofthe semivsrcular canals, angular acseleratond produce
th cupus, atone end ofthe smi-iula canals (he cupul
{hat deforman elastic membrane,
is soft, with a typical elastic modulus E = 10 Pa); nerves embedded in the membrane signal the
rin that the head is rotating, The neural output i input 1 the oculomalor system ( produce
eye motions and also serves as compensation for motionofthe head in

dr er

to retain alignment

(e.g. Squires, 2004; Squires et al., 2004). This response allows an individual to read this article:

elf were
even while shaking thei head, which would be much mr dificult ifte tearticle
o the fluid
relative
to rans
Shaken. Similarly, near accelerations cause th dense otoconia
or soft issue, which riggers deformatin/diplacement of hair cells (embedded in the otolith
organs) that communicate with the brain stem via nerve cells/action potgntials.
(UIIF46) A mechanical dysfunction? One relatively common sour ofvertigois associated
BPPY typically
with a disorder ofthe vestibula ystems Benign Pacoxysmal Positional Vergo.
with up-down
afociated
involvesshor lived dizziness cause by rapid head movements, otn
‘motions and linked to theposterior semi-circular canal. This so-called“Jop-shelfvertigo,”

atobjects on ahigh shelf, is believed to
‘becausethe imbalance sometimes results from looking

be caused by otoconia becoming free ofthe cupula and then sedimening, causing motions and
wilhthe normal operation
aresses on the membranes containing neurons, which thus interferes
ofthesemicircular canals (Brand, 1991). The brn interprets theunexpected signalingas aand
Spinning mation when in fact no rotary motion is occuring,th individdal gets disoriented,
of BPPY doc nt involve medication
orfalls over. In fact,themedical testment
{hen stumbles
patient iesdown andaphysician maneuver thegatients bh ins designed fshion
but rather
Lio Bel Slgaliil
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topitasA he biséwhere hey nolongerhave an
to manipulate toceriaabt S5he cendls
effect.
(URGE) Two mechanistic hypotheses have been advanced for explaining the physical origin
toth fluid)that rigger
of BPPV: both involve fd motions and/or particle motions (elaive
nerve responses leading vertigo. In addition, small displacementofthe otoconia associated
with the utricle and sacctle, the linear acceleration organs, disturb hair clls that can trigger
sensory responses.
(U//F@6) Mechanical esponses from acoustic fields. Acoustic signals propagate similarly in
gases (ai) and liquids, sd thesignal intheairandthe liquid-flled vestibular systemcanbe.
considered similarly. Forlexample,the vestibular canalsare muchlongerthan their crosssectional radius, and the diusof curvature ofthe centerline is also muchlargerthan the crosssectional radius. Thus,ada fist approximation, we can trat the hydrodynamics similar to
motions ina straight tubdof circular cross section. Also, the otoconia can be treated as small
spherical particles ina liuidorelastic matrix exposedto a sound wave.
(UIF&E0) We considerfa one-dimensional description about the stateofrest where the density
is denoted pv and the prefsure is denotedpo. The perturbations in density, velocity and pressure
have amplitude ("vp and are proportional to ¢°. Als, the energy flux (energy/arealtme),
or intensity J is given bythe productofthe pressure and velocity disturbances, pe"and v'e'™,
‘which in time average (<P) in independentoffrequency:
ye OE
[ECE
~
(UIF40) For a 60 dB fcoustic field (relative 10 a 20 Pa reference) in air the corresponding
energy flux (or sound intfasity) is about 0.510W/=0.5 kW/m. An 80 dB acoustic field
procices an increase of [by a factor of 100. Becauseofthe structureofthe auditory ossicles, this
energy is transmitted ¢fietvely to the cochlea, and presumably someofthis energy couples to
the vestibular system as el.
(UIRGU0) There are several avenues to consider for how this acoustic nergy can impact
neurological responses by triggering the linear or angular accelerometersofthe vestibular
system:
+ (UIM®BO) An adoustic field could rigger hair cell, stimulating the neurological
response.
« (UIf686) An adoustic field could displace otoconia (acoustophoress, o via
acoustofluidies ofthe liquidi the canals), which then trigger hair cell.
«+ (UI/R@#8) An adoustic field could deform the cupola, or other organs bearing hair cells,
to simulate a neafological response. Ii not obvious how a fraction ofthe encrgy
transmitted via th ear cana, 2. 10°-10" Win, can cause sufficient displacements of
anyofthese elemfts to produce dysfunction ofthe normal response. However, ifsay
|
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1100ofthe inkidint ingoncity Geiziaty 4h si) isirinsmud to the regionofthe

(soft) cupula, then the magnitudeofthe (oscillatory) pressure is [p=0 .1(2poc) =0.1 Pa,
‘which is the order of magnitudeofthe steady mechanical stress Known to cause nerve

responses n the cupula.

9.5 (U) Psychogenic Illness

illness, in part
(UIM©H0) A possible explanation forthe reported symptoms is psychogenicweapons
to brain
because the science is weak to declare any causal links from RF or acoutic
a control group of simflar background.
injury without prior baseline measurements and
>

oaccienmaznd)

0146, 1401 1405 000

(R098) Is slso worth noting that psychogenic efecs on vestbulad function are common,
and th symptoms can be chronic. Although the JAMA paper dismisses fucha “dizziness” of
{heory, JASON believe such psychogenic effects may servto explaingmportantcomponents
he reported symptoms. I chapter from the Handbook ofClinical Nulology on Functional
(psychogenic) dizziness, the authors explain:

an peychiarc disordersthatcause vestibular syrfpioms(.c., verigo,
(U)“Fnctional
unstadines, and dizziness)arcomm I sc, they aremore cmon than many well
known structural vestibular disorders.”

9.6 (U) Unpublished Claims of Physical Harm to Personnd

(U6 Declarationsof mild tsumati brs injury have also been ade,vi severalDr.news
outlets, by Dr. Michael Hofferofthe University of Miami (Fields, 2018{Stone, 2018).
Hoffer is aformer naval physician wh has extensive experience with had injrie suffered ofby
warighers nthe Iraq conflict. He hus examined a east So individuals bho have been part
he Cuba mission, and ha aso traveled to Cuba to conduct evaluations. JASON has several
concerns regarding he claims ofhealth effcts incurred by the parent icims ofthe sonic
events as described in the pres.
(UIRQLD)First the news reports by the MiamiHerald nd inthejourtal Science (Stone, 2018)
include comments and claims by Dr. Hofferthat have not been published in a peer-reviewed
science or medical journal. Thus, we and others have not had the opporthnity to judge the quality
ofthe dato ts interpretation. Second, its nt clea that there exists arly independent
evaluationofthe tints using the same analytical tests ss conducted by Dr. Hoffer. Addressing
he impact oftrauma onthe cogiive and physical performance capabilfes of humans canfor be
astarting baselineofperformanch charactrisics
highly subjective, pariclarly without
comparison. Third, the iagrosticsyst tatisunde research and devlopment byDr. Hoffer,
i:
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called the 1-Portai® sym hs wo: edéived “FDA Epproval,” which
fs a standard based on both
safety and efficacy. Rater, the system has only been ‘FDA cleared,” which is a classification
that indicatesthe systenis nopoorerthan existing medical devices that have been used in anera
before the FDA began td evaluate medical equipment.
(U/W) Furthermord the -Portal® system does not appear to be used by hospitals as part of
atypical suite ofmedical diagnostic equipment. Rather,the company that manufactures the
system, NeuroKinetis, fn., is marketing itto physical therapists, chiropractors, sports
organizations, and athletbs. Marketing 10 non-clinical customers could be due to the fact that
‘evidence forthe utility of the I-Portal® system in the diagnosis of mild traumatic brain injury is
sparse. In one recent pulication coauthored by Dr. Hoffer (Balaban et al, 2016), the 1-Poral®
system was used to evaldate two cohorts
of50 individuals who have been clinically diagnosed
+ with mild traumatic bra) injury,ofwhich 83% were ested within 96 hoursofthe trauma that
caused mild traumatic bibin injury. Each cohort was compared 10 100 control individuals who
were recruited
tothe study without having experienced recent mild traumatic brain injury.
Unfortunately, the
erswere not blinded t0 the classificationof the individuals before
testing.
(UIRQIGYSimilar results and conclusions were published in asecond study bythe same
rescarch team (Hoffer eth. 2017). However, it is important 0 note that these publications are:
coauthored by an employee ofthe company that makes and markets the I-Portal® system. Given
that some funding and péssonnel driving thse two validation studies on the I-Portal® system
have been supplied by NfuroKinetics, Inc, the claims made by Dr. Hoffer regarding the efficacy
ofthe system should be ibierpreted with caution. Similarly,ifthe I-Poral® system was the.
primary instrument used foassess the health effects ofthe sonic exposure events on embassy
personnel,the claims male in news stories also should require independent verification. Finally,
JASON cannot assesthe putative damage to white matter’ ss noted in certain news reports
(Fields. 2018), given the Jackofpeer reviewed publicationofdata and claims with a control
group or baseline medica assessments.
(UF Lastly, we ndte that Dr. Hofferwas investigated in 2011 regarding allegations
conceming traumatic brain injury research he conducted in Iraq. The findingsof this
investigation were published in Inspector General Report SPO-201 1-005. titled “Assessment of
allegations concerning trdumatic brain injury rescarch integrity in Iraq.”The allegations included
the treatment ofaffected oops with an unapproved drug inwhichthedoorhad a financial
stake,and failure to revedl this conflict of interest, This investigation concluded tht 1) the
management and conduc} oftheclinical ial were inconsistent with miliary standardsfor human
subject and medical resedch; 2) thre was possible sub-standard patient care, and 3) that there
were weaknesses in the process used to review and approve medical rescarch in Iraq. The events
documented in the Inspedfor General Reportbeara remarkable resemblance to the concems that
JASON identified withtlworkofDr. Hoffer with affected Havana embassy personnel,
possibly further eroding donfidenseinbisteam’s findings.
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10 (U) CONGLUSIONS ~ * -
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10.1SR) Summary Chart

(SURELEMEN) A summaryofmanyofthe points raised in this report the chart below. Here a
plus sign (+) means “consistent” with the data, posited mission, or undeflying physics; a minus
sign (=) means “inconsistent”; and a plus-or-minus sign (=) means “posibl consistent”.
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